Materials and Methods

Sampling
Specimens of the six groups were sampled from 125 and 70 locations in Sri Lanka and southern India, respectively (Table S1 ). For each group, a wide variety of both morphologically similar and divergent specimens from both sides of the oceanic barrier were randomly selected. 
DNA methods and alignment
Mitochondrial DNA fragments were PCR-amplified and sequenced on both strands.
Primers used in this study are provided in Table S2 . The following fragments were amplified and sequenced: haplotypes can become at least partially decoupled from that in chromosomal DNA (S1).
However, decoupling of mtDNA and nuDNA loci is a problem that generally occurs at a recent time scale (populations within species). In this study, differential sorting might cause some disagreements between mitochondrial and nuclear trees within each Sri Lankan/Indian clade, but it is hard to imagine the process to cause discrepancies between nuclear and mitochondrial loci regarding the existence of these clades. -Maximum parsimony MP analyses were performed using PAUP* 4.0b10 (S4) . Heuristic maximum parsimony (MP) searches were performed with 10,000 replicates each with a random addition starting tree (all characters unordered and equally weighted). Clade support under MP was calculated using nonparametric bootstrapping (S5) in 10,000 replicates ( Fig S1) . trees were used to compute metaGa branch support values and thus estimate posterior probabilities of branches (Fig. 2 ).
-Bayesian analyses
Bayesian analyses were performed using MrBayes v.3.0b4 (S7) under the models that best approximate the model proposed by Modeltest 3.06 under the AIC criterion.
Four chains were run simultaneously for 2,000,000 generations and trees were sampled every 200 cycles. We discarded the first 2,000 trees as the "burn in". Hence Bayesian posterior probabilities were estimated as the 50% majority-rule consensus tree of the 8,000 remaining trees (Fig. S2 ). Repeated runs confirmed the successful convergence to the posterior parameter distribution. Numbers on branches and asterisks indicate bayesian posterior probability values ≥90% and <90%, respectively. Numbers in purple are biotic exchange events between India and Sri Lanka, cross-referenced in Table S4 . 
Time estimation
To evaluate whether biotic exchange between southern India and Sri Lanka occurred during late Pleistocene sea-level lowstands, we calculated interval estimates for dates of divergence at every node that represents a split between Indian and Sri Lankan lineages (Table S4 ). As reliable calibration points were not available, we determined the median (and minimum and maximum) of all pairwise divergences between taxa on either side of each corresponding node. Because rates are unknown for most of our specific taxa, we based our divergence time estimates on a range of published mtDNA clock rates in each taxonomic group separately. Brachyuran rates reported for rDNA are fairly comparable, ranging from 0,65-0,88% (S8) to 0,9% (S9). The same range was used for shrimps (S10).
We applied a broad range of divergence rates, between 0.65% per Myr (S11) and 1,25-1,32% per Myr reported for freshwater fishes of the genus Barbus in cytb (S12), to estimate divergences in Puntius. In amphibians, a range of divergence rates has been published: 0,38% per Myr for rDNA and 0,77% per Myr for cytb in newts (S13), 0,69%
per Myr in the ND1-ND2 region of Bufonidae (S14) and 1% in 16S rDNA of Ranidae (S15). For snakes, we used a rate interval of 0.47 to 1.32% per Myr (S16).
Two of the nodes in our trees are backed by published estimates: first, the estimated divergence of 21 -43 mya between Philautus charius and (P. microtympanum, P. wynaadensis) in (S17) corresponds to node 1 in our Fig. S2 . Second, ref. (S18) estimated a minimum of 10-15 million years divergence between Sri Lankan and Indian uropeltids, which corresponds to node 4 in Fig. S2 . Table S4 . -Percent sequence divergences and time estimates. The range of nodal ages reflects the median divided by the max. and min. % divergence, resp., for biotic exchange events indicated by purple numbers in Fig. S2 . We also calculated a conservative minimum age (i.e., the minimum sequence divergence divided by the maximum rate). Based on the latter calculation, 10 out of the 17 estimated times predate the sea-level lowstands of the past 500,000 years by an order of magnitude (i.e., > 10 times, indicated by **), and five more by threefold (indicated by *). Only two exchange events are estimated younger than 1 million year (indicated by #).
We calculated a conservative minimum age of divergence (Table S4 ) as the minimum sequence divergence for a split in our data divided by the maximum published rate. Our estimates of nodal times corresponding to biotic exchange events pre-date the border of 500,000 years by an order of magnitude (i.e., 10-fold) in 10 nodes and by three-fold in 5 nodes. These approximations should be viewed with caution, given that they are likely subject to several problems discussed in the literature (S19 
